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he story of dirty air in
Portland took an interesting
turn last month when the
Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality said it was
assessing $51,000 in back pollution
fees against Chevron and two other
oil companies, Mobil and GATX,
that use Portland as a transfer point
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GROUNDTRUTHING: Why Oregon's clearcutting initiative won't (and can't) become law. by
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for fuel shipments destined for
Eastern Washington (See Page 5) ..
The oil companies transfer gasoline onto barges owned by Tidewater
Barge Co. for delivery in Pasco. The
Tidewater barges aren't fitted with
any pollution recovery equipment.
The fumes are massive, and they
escape to the environment. By the
DEQ's reckoning, they account for
25 percent of the point-source volatiJe
organic compound emissions in the
Portland airshed.
The emissions are irritating
enough for some neighbors to have
filed a $100 million Clean Air Act
lawsuit against Chevron. Both
Chevron and the DEQ say the lawsuit has no merit.
The DEQ's pursuit of the unpaid
pollution fees is encouraging. But the
DEQ probably wouldn't have acted if
Cascadia Times had forced the
agency to make them public in the
first place. In response to a petition
from this newspaper, the Oregon
attorney general rebuffed the DEQ
and the industry for keeping the pollution records secret for 20 years.
Nevertheless, the DEQ says it
will do nothing to force the industry
to stop the fumes. Apparently, the
only way the public can clear the air
is ask the state of Washington to
allow construction of a proposed
pipeline. This pipeline would halt the
fouling of Portland air as a consequence of fuel transportation choices
decided in Washington. To
Portlanders, the pipeline would be
like a breath of fresh air.
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Court Blocks Oregon Effort
to Clean Up After Cows
Ruling could undermine salmon recovery

Well, Denial Worked for the

U.S. Prez

by Paul Koberstein
hen livestock defecate in a stream
without a permit, are they violating the Clean Water Act? The
answer, in the view of the 9th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals, is no.
The court recently reversed a 19% U.S.
District Court ruling that said wastes from
cows ought co be regulated in the same way
~
"~
as pollution from industrial plants. In chat
z
two year old decision, District Judge Ancer
z
Haggerty had said the U.S. Forest Service
~
0"'
should have gotten certification from the
g«
state showing its grazing permits would not
::,
violate Oregon's clean water standards. The
0
v
case had been filed by several environmen~
tal groups and one Indian tribe in Oregon,
But the appellate court reversed
Haggerty's ruling, in essence saying the A cow munches away in Oregon's Deschutes River.
Clean Water Act covers factories, not cows.
The pivotal issue was whether the term point source something as inherently steelhead runs in the Intermountain West.
"discharge" in the Jaw includes wastes mobile as a cow," the court said. It said The John Day is also home to numerous
from cattle. The court said the law regu- cows are non-point sources even when they cattle owned by ranchers who hold permits
lates pollution discharged from point defecate direccly into the scream. The to graze chem on national forest land.
These cows create conflicts with salmon
sources, such as an industrial outfall pipe or court has agreed to reconsider the decision.
and recreational river users.
The
case
arose
in
the
Middle
Fork
ditch. But other types of pollution, such as
In a campaign to clean up the John
agricultural runoff, are classified as non- John Day River basin in Northeast Oregon,
Day,
the Oregon Natural Desert
a
national
scenic
waterway
that's
home
to
point sources and are not regulated. "It
one
of
the
last
healthy,
wild
salmon
and
would be strange indeed to classify as a
CONTINUED
ON PAGE 4
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Why Oregon's clearcutting
initiative shouldn't (and
won't) become law

W

HAT A WASTE.

For years, a tiny faction of forest activists has
tried to put a clearcutting ban on the Oregon
ballot. Lase July chis group, which now calls itself
Oregonians for Labor Intensive Forest Economics,
turned in 100,000 valid signatures on a measure that
would not only end clearcutting but ban che use of herbicides on public and private land statewide.
For those who care about the health of our forests, chis
might appear to be cause for celebration. On the contrary,
Measure 64 is a major political misstep from which the forest preservation movement may not recover for years.
It's not that Oregon's private and state forests are
well-managed. Hardly. Anyone who has driven or flown
over the Coast Range backcountry knows the ecological
atrocities industrial timberland owners have perpetrated
in the pursuit of profit, not only in Oregon but across the
Pacific Northwest.
What's more, the Oregon Department of Forestry and
its industry-dominated board have resisted proposals to
give fish and wildlife a serious chance for survival on
industrial and state-managed timberlands. They've resisted establishing meaningful stream buffers, tree retention
standards and restrictions on steep-slope logging. It took a
federal coho salmon listing to force ODF to reconsider its

GROUND

TRUTH ING
By Kathie Durbin

inadequate scream protection rules, and it cook the deaths
of five people as a result of landslides in November 1996
to get the chainsaws and bulldozers off 80 percent slopes.
Frustration is justified. Unfortunately, Measure 64 is
not the answer. From the beginning, it carried the seeds of
its own defeat within it. Here's why:
1. It hurts rural Oregon more than it hurts the timber
industry. The Oregon Department of Forestry predicts
Measure 64 will slash annual timber harvests by 60 percent and reduce timber-tax receipts to counties and school
districts by $78 million. The timber industry predicts the
measure would cost 28,000 jobs. When I saw
those numbers, I knew the battle was lost.
2. It doesn't address the most critical
problems associated with industrial forestry.
Those include logging near salmon streams,
logging on steep slopes, the cumulative
effects of logging in multiple-ownership
watersheds, and the need to repair or obliterate poorly constructed logging roads. An
analysis by forestry consultant Roy Keene
shows that, except for its "live tree retention"
standard, Measure 64 barely exceeds existing state forest
CONTINUED

ON PAGE
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In what appears to be DNA-evidence a thousands times more
damaging than the presidential
stain. the David Suzuki Foundation
and the Sierra Legal Defense Fund
recently announced proof that
Atlantic salmon are reproducing in
the wild. No, the proof was not on
a blue dress. It was in Vancouver
Island's Tsitika River. DNA analysis
confirmed the fish found there in
August were indeed Atlantic
salmon. Scale analysis indicates
they didn't originate in a hatchery
and they have successfully reproduced in two of the past three
years. It's the first verified report
of successful reproduction for
introduced Atlantic salmon anywhere in the
world. If the
Atlantics take
hold in Pacific
Ocean watersheds,
that means less habitat for the Pacific
salmon. But Kim Pullen,
presidem of Pacific National
Group, one of the province's
largest fish-farming operations,
calls it a scam, saying the four
spawned Atlantic salmon found
were planted and that the provincial fisheries ministry is in on it.
This despite the fact that Atlantic
salmon have been spotted in 39
B.C. rivers. Environmental groups
estimated escapees at 60,000 each
year for the last IO years.

Buffalobia Charges Plan to
Manage
At a recent National Park Service
hearing in San Francisco, defenders
of the buffalo let it be known that
they oppose all the Park
Service's management alternatives,
each of which
involve some
form of corralling,
capturing, hunting
and otherwise
"ranching" of the
world's biggest free-roaming herd. The EIS came as
a result of national outcry over the
killing by Montana state gunners of
CONTINUED
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1,082 buffalo that strayed over the
border ofYellowstone National
Park while seeking forage during
the winter of 1996-97. Montana
cattlemen who graze their livestock
on 2,000 acres of public and private
land on the edge of the park fear
that the buffalo will transmit brucellosis - a bacterial disease that abort
calf fetuses. Brucellosis may be
more of a political disease than anything else. Turns out it is endemic
among elk and has shown up in
bear and coyotes. Further, there's
no persuasive evidence of buffaloto-cattle transmission. The Park
Service's preferred alternative would
maintain the bison population below
2,500 anrmals to minimize migration,
· presumably by hunting and culling
for slaughter. But a vaccine effective
against brucellosis in buffalo is near
development, and there's already
one for cattle. Ironically, the industry was a no-show. The Park
Service stopped accepting public
comment. on Oct. 16 ..

Smith Name Added to Dirty
Dozen List
U.S. Rep. Unda Smith is no friend
to the environment. a conservation

group declared in late September:
. Her name was the first of I I to be
added to the infamous "Dirty
Dozen" list of candidates. The
League of Conservation Voters is
spending $2 million to help defeat
these candidates, and help
Democrat opponents win.
Smith's opponent is the
incumbent Sen. Patty
Murray. In October, the
League announced the °'
12th member of the
Dirty Dozen - Rep.
Rick White, the
Republican from
Washington's First
Congressional
District
Syndicated
Columnist Larry
Swisher said White was the region's
most vulnerable incumbent, because
of negative publicity over his recent
divorce and the caliber of his
Democratic challenger; former 4th
District R-ep. Jay lnslee.

EPA Reports No-Glow
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Rick Albright, director of Alaska's
Environmental Protection Agency,
says Cook Inlet's salmon, halibut and
clams are nearly free of toxic contaminates. The EPA collected samples
alongside Cook Inlet's natives so
that the food sent to labs was representative of what shows up on
the residents' dinner table. Albright
says it's some of the cleanest fish
ever seen in sampling done through-
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Association, eight other groups and the lands is nonpoint, It's not the end of the
Confederated Tribes of the Warm Spring world; but if we lose on the third round
Reservation brought suit against one of the here, it means we are back to square one
ranchers, Robert Burril. The Forest trying to find some handle on addressing
Service had issued a permit allowing Burril nonpoinc pollution on federal lands."
to graze 50 head of cattle in Oregon's
Before the recent ruling, the Oregon
Malheur National Forest, next to a tribu- Department of Environmental Quality was
tary called Camp Creek. The groups said reviewing grazing pennies for compliance
Burril's cattle had trampled the creek's with the Clean Water Act. But the DEQ
banks and left manure in the water, while hadn't denied any permits or imposed new
causing water temperatures to get danger- conditions on ranchers, Marlett said.
ously warm for salmon. They also said the "They are basically rubber stamping
Forest Service negligently allowed the pol- everyone coming through the door."
lution to occur in a ,, atcrshed that already
When the appeals court ruled, the
exceeded state water quality standards Oregon Natural Desert Association had
because of high temperatures.
just filed a petition challenging a DEQ
Bill Marlett, ONDA's executive direc- permit approval. Whether the DEQ will
tor, said a successful outcome in the law- continue with its reviews remains co be
suit would have gone far beyond grazing een, but Marlett doubts che agency has
reform. le could have forced ranchers, Jog- the backbone to regulate cattle ranchers, a
gers and miners all to comply with the politically powerful group in Oregon. "I
Clean Water Act, leading to improved think there are still people in the agency
water quality in streams throughout the who think cows and salmon are somehow
West. A favorable ruling would also have compatible," Marlett said. "With 10,000
strengthened
Oregon
Gov. John miles of polluted steams in this state, I
Kitzhabcr's salmon recovery plan, Marlett don't know how they can conclude that
said. He said the Environmental grazing is compatible with water quality."
Protection Agency supported the thrust of
Congress has done little to regulate
his group's lawsuit, but not the Forest non-point sources. It can't live up co its
goal of protecting the biological and physiService or the Justice Department.
"The practical effect of this is we cal integrity of our rivers, Marlett said,
thought we had a new tool to address non- without providing a coo, for addressing the
point pollution on federal land," Marlett impacts of grazing.
said. "Almost all pollution from federal
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Washington
Agency Says
Proposed Pipeline Can Reduce
Risk of Spills
By Paul Koberuein

T

he current system of transporting
fuel through the state of
Washington is not as safe as it could
be, and will likely lead co increasing risk of
fuel spills, injuries and fatalities in the
future, according to a draft environmental
impact statement released by a state
agency in September.
The DEIS, written by an independent consultant for the state's Energy
Facility Siting Evaluation Council, said a
proposed fuel pipeline between Seattle
and Pasco could reduce risks and costs for
shipping fuel to terminals ease of the
Cascades. Olympic Pipe Line Co. proposes to build the 230-mile pipeline across
Snoqualmie Pass.
The pipeline would replace several
parts of the existing fuel transportation system, including highways and barges. The

3

practices rules.
3. It provides perverse incentives to cut big trees.
Measure 64 prohibits logging any tree with a diameter of 30
inches or greater. That means no tree growing on corporateowned land will ever again reach 30 inches.
4. Jc discourages responsible forestry. Strictly interpreted, Measure 64 prevents thinning of dense, small-diameter
forest stands, even though such techniques may actually
speed up the attainment of old-growth characteristics in
• second-growth plantations.
5. Tc cakes on too much. Including a ban on all use of
herbicides in an anti- clearcutting measure might have
seemed like a good idea at the time, but the measure's
backers have failed to make the case for such a ban, or to
counter charges that the measure will, to quote a
recent anti-Measure 64 direct mail piece, turn
"our precious woodland into a virtual 'All You
Can Eat' bug buffet" for gypsy moths and pine
beetles.
6. It could cost taxpayers billions. Measure
64 is so poorly written that ic could literally
shut down logging on some private lands, including nonindustrial small woodlots, which are not a major contributor
to the ecological crisis in our forests. "Zero cut" on private
lands could have unintended consequences. For instance, it
could lead to a protracted legal battle over whether timberland owners are entitled to "just compensation" for the loss
of economic use of their land-a battle they might even
win. Jack Carter, a small woodland owner, vowed in an
interview with The Oregonian 's Hal Bern ton that if
Measure 64 passes, "We will see the citizens of Oregon in
court if they don't compensate us."
7. It's hypocritical. Though Measure 64's backers call
themselves Oregonians for Labor Intensive
Forest
Economics, their economic claims are dubious at best. They
claim, for instance, that "selection forestry and use of manual brush control techniques" will make up for the jobs lost
due to steep reductions in timber harvests. Where arc their
numbers, and why is it that organized labor is firmly in the
anti-Measure 64 camp?
8. It won't work. Guess who would draw up the rules
implementing Measure 64, and then be responsible for
enforcing them? The Oregon Department of Forestry,

which lacks both the will and the resources co enforce even
the relatively weak standards on the books now. F cw forest
groups seriously monitor practices on private land. In 1991,
the Oregon Legislature ordered OOF to adopt new restrictions protecting salmon streams, limiting the size of
clearcuts, and leaving beauty scrips along popular highways.
Does anyone know how well, or even whether, these statemandated regulations are being enforced today?
9. It has the timber industry in full battle dress. The
industry-backed "Healthy Forests Alliance" has pulled ouc
all the stops co defeat it, bankrolling a sophisticated $2.7
million campaign that includes TV and newspaper ads,
direct mail and signs all over rural Oregon. If the polls arc
correct, Measure 64 will be defeated resoundingly. That
defeat may take the steam out of the campaign to reform
private forestry for years to come.
10. It paints forest activists as "coo extreme." Yet the
forest protection movement is sharply divided over this initiative. Most conservationists will vote for Measure 64 co
"send a message" co the timber industry. Yet although the
Sierra Club, Oregon Natural Resources Council and League
of Conservation Voters endorsed it, their endorsements
were lukewarm. Most mainstream groups took a pass on it,
and a couple even came out against it. To paraphrase Barry
Goldwater, extremism in the defense of the forests is not
necessarily a vice. Bue political blundering is another mattcr,

It takes energy to mount an initiative campaign, and far
more to raise enough money for a credible election campaign against a well-financed adversary. Keene and other
well-respected foresters already are drafting a forestry
reform measure for the 2000 ballot chat is more tightly
focused and more realistic in its objectives than Measure 64.
Bue will conservation-minded citizens be eager co embrace
another reform measure two years down the road, once this
one goes down in flames?
Opportunities to present voters with clear choices about
the future of their state and its natural resources are rare.
They should not be squandered. Reform of private forestry
is desperately needed. Measure 64 squanders a precious
opportunity and wastes valuable political capital on a
doomed proposal.
•
(Oontact Kathie Durbin at akdurbi11@aol.com)
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Energy Facility Siting Evaluation Council
said the proposal would:
• Involve fewer transfers and be more
reliable than the current system. · Avoid
the use of tanker trucks on sometimes slippery highways for shipment across the
Cascades.
• Avoid transfers from pipeline to
barges (and vice versa) in Puget Sound,
Portland and Pasco. These transfers cause
significant air pollution in Portland.
• Reduce the risk of spills from barges
on the Columbia and Snake rivers, in
Puget Sound, and along the Interstate 90
corridor.
• Avoid winter time trucking delays
across Snoqualmie and Stevens passes that
can extend from many hours co days.
Delays in the past have caused temporary
fuel shortages in Central Washington.
Construction of the pipeline would
take about one year and cost slightly more
than $105 million. Four hearings are
scheduled in November along the route.
Olympic Pipe Line currently operates
one fuel pipeline in Washington. This
north-south route transports refined petroleum products for shippers in Washington
from four Northwest refineries (Tosco,
Arco, Texaco and Shell) to various cuscomers in Washingcon and Oregon. That
fuel line is operating at capacity. Additional
fuel is shipped from Puget Sound to
Portland by tanker and ocean-going barge.
From there, fuel is transferred to river
barge for delivery in Pasco.
Some of these fuel-laden vessels muse
pass by sensitive wildlife sanctuaries and
estuaries along Washington's outer coast
and in the Columbia. From 1988 to 1996,
fuel shipments by barge on the Columbia
doubled, according to the DEIS, and are
expected to grow. According to the report,
Puget Sound and the Columbia and Snake
Rivers arc continually exposed to risks
from barge transport,
Although, as the DEIS points out,
pipelines can and do leak fuel, it also said
the barge system of transporting fuel has "a
greater frequency of spillage than the proposed pipeline and a greater risk of injury
and fatalities to the public." Besides cleaner water, Columbia River salmon may also
benefit from the pipeline. The DEIS suggests the Columbia or Snake Rivers may
be drawn down for significant periods of
time to enhance salmon passage, especially as new endangered species listings
occur. Drawdowns would likely interrupt
barge shipments, but would have no effect
on pipeline operations.
Despite the environmental benefits
outline in the Energy Facility Siting
Evaluation Council's draft report, few
environmental organizations so far have
publicly given their support to the
pipeline.
Opponents
include
the
Columbia Cascade Alliance, a Seattle organization funded by a chief competitor of
the pipeline, Tidewater Barge Co. of
Vancouver, a company that would lose significant business to the pipeline. Some
neighbors along the route also oppose it.
The Cascade Columbia Alliance
claims the pipeline isn't needed because
two other existing pipelines have sufficient
capacity to serve Eastern Washington.
However, one of these, the Yellowstone
Pipeline from Billings to Spokane, is
fraught with a history of spills. It lost a permit to cross the Flathead Indian

Reservation in Montana because of its poor
environmental record. The company has
been using trucks and rail tO carry fuel
products around the reservation, and has
been looking for an alternative route. The
F oresc Service is preparing an EIS evaluating several alternative routes. Increased
reliance on this pipeline by Washington
would have the effect of shifting the risk of
spills co watersheds in Idaho and Montana.
A second pipeline carries fuel from
Sale Lake City refineries to Pasco. Those
shipments will cease in 2000, when
Chevron says it will reverse the pipeline's
direction. The company intends to ship
fuel from its San Francisco Bay Arca
refineries to Boise via Portland and the
Columbia River, rather than from Salt
Lake.
Among the most serious impacts of
the existing system of fuel transportation
for Washington consumers occur in
Portland. A federal Clean Air lawsuit filed
by Northwest Portland residents in August
alleges that Chevron's air emissions associated with barge cransfers at its Portland
docks are large, unpermitted and dangerous co public health. The Oregon
Department of Environmental Quality
denies chat the air emissions are illegal, but
it has asked Chevron. Mobil and GATX to
pay $51,000 in back air pollution fees for
unreported air emissions in 1995, 1996 and
1997. The emissions were discovered by
Cascadia Times in an investigation of
Chevron's practices in Portland (see "Bad
Air Days," CT, May 1998).

Break:ing Air
Pollution Laws
is Profitable in
Idaho, EPA Says
By Paul Koberstein

I

daho is a state where elected officials
take a hard line on crime - unless the
crime happens involve the environment.
Indeed, the state might be just the place for
lawbreaking polluters to set up shop.
According co a September 30 report from
the Environmental Protection Agency,
Idaho is not properly enforcing the Clean
Air Ace, is allowing polluters to profit from
their misdeeds, and in doing so is needlessly increasing the risk to public health.
"The public expects EPA to ensure
that minimum federal environmental standards are maintained across State boundaries, to prevent the development of pollution havens," the EPA's Office of Inspector
General said. After a lengthy investigation,
che EPA found that Idaho's Division of
Environmental Quality has not taken
much enforcement action against violators.
It found that in 75 percent of the cases
it reviewed, Idaho allowed polluters to gain
"an economic advantage as a result of their
violations." Of the few penalties assessed
by the state, none included amounts as
penalties for the economic benefit gained
from non-compliance. As for the penalties
that were assessed, all were significantly
lower than EPA guidelines.
·
In most cases, the Idaho DEQ did not

quickly resolve violations within the recommended l SO days. In many instances,
polluters had a history of "repeated and
continuous violations of permit conditions
that lasted for years."
In Idaho, as in most states, the EPA
delegates authority to enforce clean air
and clean water laws. The EPA
warned Idaho chat if it failed co
improve its program by the end of
the year, the EPA would step in and
enforce the environmental laws
itself.
The report gave several
examples of Jax enforcement, but
did not name names. The cases
include:
• A manufacruring facility that
was cited repeatedly cited as a significant violator in 1995 and 1997. These violations included failing to conduct a performance test for particulate matter emissions
and exceeding, by six times, the particulate
matter emission limit. This source had a history of prior violations and citizen complaints about its air emissions going back to
the early 1980's. As of December 1997, the
state had done nothing more than write a
warning letter.
• A mining and processing facility chat
had a long history of air quality violations
and was cited as a significant violator in July
1996. The DEQ tried to encourage compliance, but the owner said the facility was old
and would never be brought into compliance. Meanwhile, the company continued
co operate intermittently.
• A sawmill designated as a significant
violator in Jii'ne 1996 for exceeding the visible emission limit. The DEQ issued
warning letters for this violation and subsequent violations during a 1 1/2-year period.
Finally, the agency brought the facility into
compliance simply by reducing the emission limits in the permit.
• A state-owned facility that was designated as a significant violator in July 1995
for boiler emissions that exceeded Idaho's
20 percent visible emissions limit. At the
time of this violation, the facility was under
its second consent order. The first consent
order was established in December 1986 to
address the facility's failure to obtain a permit for a boiler and the second order was
established in March 1995 to address a
two-year history of emissions violations.
Although the facility continued to exceed
emission limits established under the second consent order in 1995 and 1996, D EQ
did not assess any penalties. Instead, DEQ
issued a warning letter and established a
third consent order in November 1996.
Subsequent data reports from the source
showed periodic excess emissions, but
DEQ had not made an evaluation to determine whether those emissions were violations of the third order,
In a response to the EPA, the Idaho
DEQ said it did not believe that the state
had to obey federal standards because it
did not agree with them. "DEQ docs not
necessarily agree that adding staff strictly
to achieve the requirements within federal
policy is a sound approach to the perceived
problems brought co light in the audit," the
state said. "Federal policy of the type
being argued herein is presently being
challenged by many states at the national
level."
CONTINUED
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out the country. Substances were
.. either undetectable or well below
levels set by federal standards for
commercial seafood. Some villagers
remain skeptical. The EPA completed the study only after villagers · · · · ·
protested the renewal. of oil
company discharge permits. Cook Inlet; home
1 to a dozen oil production platforms. is the
only place iD U.S,, coasral
waters where oil companies. can legally dump used
drilling muds and rocky
drilling debris. Tne EPA says ·
strong tides flush out debris,
- that re-injecting wast:e into . .
wells· might not work and barging
waste elsewhere is too costl>7. Inlet
'platforms: according to 'the EPA,
release about 89,000 barrels of mud
ancl dr111 cuttings and l billion gal- '
lens of waste .water eacb year.

Should've Bought Some ·
Pollution~ Credits
"
.;

Between Sept. I I, 1997, and May 21,
1998, Kimberly-Clark Corporations
Everett plant spewed too much ash
into the air, according to the
Washington Stat~ Department of
Ecology. The company was fined a
mere $50,000 for what the G>OE
deemed serious and
sustained pollution
violations. DOE
· offidals says the
company made a
good effort by
installing a new air
cleani11g system,
even though it was
. out of compliance
for' several months.
It was the I I I-day
pollution spell the
agency considered "significant
enough to warrant a penalty:',

A Clear-Cutthroat Debate
The. U.S. Bureau of Land
Management recently unloaded
almost 38 millior:i board feet of timber in a single day, giving the
Roseburg district its· annual timber
sale target of 45 million board feet
with only a week to· spare in the federal government's fiscal year. The six
timber tracts sold for $12.5 million.
Some of the sales include cleareuts
in watersheds that are already in
poor shape for fish .' That's why thaqks to .th~. cutthroat trout there's no guarantee of a cue yet.
Consider that a federal court ruling··
in AP,ril raised questions about how
the effects ·ofi logging (which can
raise stream tem~n1ture~and
increase erosion into streams, covering spawning beds with silt).measure.
up· to. the government's -0bligatioo to
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save the endangered Umpqua cutthroat trout from extinction. Even if
the National Marine Fisheries Service,
which enforces the Endangered
Species Act. for ocean-going fish, says
the sales won't jeppardize the survival
of the endangered Umpqua cutthroat,
the decision may
withstand judicial scrutiny in the. lawsuit that's
bound to follow. Stay tuned.

A No Vote fqr Pro Vote
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Nonn Lenhart, managing editor of
Off-Road.co~ an· on.:.line nexus for
mot.orJzed recreatjon .enthusiasts,,
took a stab at a green web host in an
August a~te. · His attack cWpears to
!:lave had a dramatie,~
As the
Envir<>J.lmental Working Group
· reports, Lenhart described
Envirolink. which is home to hundreds of environmental web sites. as a
"radical environmental web haven!'
Lenhart went on J.o criticize Lycos,
the popular internet sean::h engine,
for partnering with Eiwirolml<. A··
hanc::fful of web sites on
Envirolink advocate direct
action, including Earth First'
and Animal Liberation
Front, which
according to
Lenhart, promote

"ecoterrorism"
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Envirolink also
hosts the Alaska
Center for; the
Environment.Alaska· s
largest non-profit environmental
. organization,andAmerican Rivers,
one of the leading river conservation
organiµtion in NorthAmerica:
Lenhart's article called for tycos to,
cancel the contract. with Envirolink.
"Just ten. days after the Off-Roaders
began their:.mail campaign, Lycos ended its contract with EnvirotinR. only
three months after the two joine<t
-forees,"the Environmental Working
Group said. Lycos' attorney Jeffrey
Snider, told. CNET NEWS.Com that
the Off-Road letters "pointed out to
us some things about certain sites
being served up under the Envirolink
· domain that we didn't know about
and we felt were misleading to our
users. We will admit that it's misleading to our users to have those kinds
of sites available [under a l:iutton that
says) 'save the planet."'
•
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tions about the pain was Jorge Morello, a
prominent South American ecologist, who
concluded that because so little is known
about the lenga forest ecosystem, "without
at least a decade of properly intensive
research it is not possible t0 intervene in
these ecosystems without high risks and
uncertainty."
In May of J 996, after a cursory
review, Rio Condor won approval from a
regional environmental commission. Bue
by Kathie Durbin
an appeals court later blocked the project,
ruling that the commission had approved
n the face of an international uproar it over the objections of its own technical
experts, and in March of 1997 the Chilean
over the proposed logging of hundreds
of thousands of acres of virgin hard- Supreme Court overturned the governwood forest at the tip of South America, a ment's approval of Rio Condor, ruling that
Washington
state timber company
regional and national comannounced in September that it has laid missions had failed to adeoff most of its 52-person project staff and quately study its possible
put the venture on hold.
adverse impacts. Trillium,
which claims t0 have investThe news from Bellingham-based
Trillium S.A. comes after years of protests ed up to $100 million in the
over the company's plan to log some 398 project, went directly co
square miles of old-growth lenga forest on Chile's Council of Ministers
the island of Tierra del Fuego, and after in an effort co overturn the
Trillium's announcement in April that it Supreme Court ruling.
would postpone its controversial Rio
The project's oppoCondor venture.
nents did not give up.
When
Pat
Rasmussen
of Within days of the commission's ruling, two members
Leavenworth, Wash., flew to Santiago,
Chile, in April, she carried in her briefcase of parliament announced
aerial photos of logged-over Trillium that they would file a lawsuit
Corporation lands in western Washington, challenging the, governand GIS maps detailing how the ment's initial sale of the
Bellingham-based company has managed forests to Trillium for the
its Northwest holdings. The images she absurdly low price of $1 per
delivered to Chilean forest activists publi- hectare (about 40 cents per
cized Trillium's domestic logging practices
acre) during the dictatorship of General
at a sensitive time for the company, which Augusto Pinochet, who ruled Chile from
hoped to log hundreds of thousands of 1973 until 1990. The sale was later reneacres of rare lenga. Though Trillium had gotiated; Trillium ended up paying $3 per
the Chilean national government on its hectare (about $1.20 per acre) for the valuside, its plan faced court challenges and able hardwood stands.
increasing criticism
from South
Rasmussen said the new aerial photos
American forest scientists as provided shocking evidence of the corpowell as environmentalists
ration's strategy of short-term forest liquiboth in Chile and in dation in Washington: "Steep slopes
Argentina,
where stripped of every stick of wood. Bald
Trillium also has forest mountains, Clearcuts covering hills
beneath the volcano. Streams with NO
holdings.
Trillium, a 24-year- riparian buffers. Stump fields right up to
old Bellingham, Wash.homes of neighbors living on the shores of
once beautiful lakes. Hillsides laced with
based company notorious
logging roads."
for its unsustainable logging
practices, sold 64,000 acres of its loggedShe presented her materials at a
over land in Washington's Whatcom,
People's Summit held concurrently with
Skagit and Snohomish counties for $153 the Second Summit of the Americas last
million to finance its move south to the April. While President Clinton and other
hardwood forests of Chile and Argentina. leaders of the Western Hemisphere disIn 1995, when Trillium acquired 625,000 cussed free trade, the People's Summit
acres of land in Tierra del Fuego, it discussed forests, biodiversity, and the
pledged to do "sustainable forestry har- rights of workers, women and indigenous
vesting of lenga trees and protect the people.
integrity of the ecosystem using 'stewardRasmussen,
a
member · of
ship' principles." The company promised Leavenworth Audubon Adopt-a-Forest,
the Chilean government that it would set had two goals: To reveal the real Trillium
aside 10 percent of the virgin forest as a Corporation to the Chilean news media
biological preserve and log the rest on a during the summit, and to provide South
100-year cycle. Jerry Franklin, the American forest activists with more
University of Washington "new forestry" ammunition to halt Rio Condor. She preguru, endorsed the project.
sented her photos and maps at a press conferencc covered by La Hora, one of
ut environmental groups opposed Santiago's leading newspapers, which pubthe conversion of the rare hardwood lishec.l a story complete with a photo on
forests to simplified plantations, the April 21.. The story quoted Chilean
loss of endemic species, and Trillium's
activists, who declared, "We don't believe
plan to remove the trees using heavy skid- that Trillium will do a project that's going
ders that compact and damage soil. Among to care for the southern forests of Tierra
the scientists who also had deep reserva- def Fuego because this is proof of what

Washington
Company Drops
Chilean Old
Growth Logging

not

A coalition of county planners in
Corvallis, Oregon wants to drive out
a national P..Olitical ~tchdog group,
ProjectVote Smart.The group wants
to build a community center on 42acres they own near Wren. The land
is zoned for farming. ever mind that
the commission in powerhas previously approved subdivisions and
industr}' on similar once-fanned land.
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they did in their own state."
Chilean scientists who studied her
maps and photos were equally alarmed by
her evidence. One ecologist used the word
"barbarous" to describe the company's
Washington logging practices.
Holding up the photos, Maria Luisa
Robleto, of Greenpeace Chile, remarked,
"We do not believe that Trillium will do a
project that cares for the southern forests
of Tierra del Fuego because here is the
proof of what they did in their own state."
But Rasmussen's photos were not
enough co immediately derail the $350
million Rio Condor project. On May 29,
Chile's
National
Environment
Commission, composed of 12 cabinet ministers,
overruled
the
nation's Supreme Court
and a slew of technical
objections
and
gave
Trillium the go-ahead for
the massive logging project. However, the commission also drew up a list of
100 conditions the company would have to meet to
assure sustainable management of the Ienga forest.
Among them: Trillium had
to agree to independent
monitoring of its practices,
to protect rivers and
streams, co safeguard habitat for a large population of
guanaco (a forest-dwelling
animal related co the llama), and to take out an
"environmental insurance" policy against
the possibility that it failed co comply with
the government's conditions.
The ministers' decision was applauded by timber trade groups and by the acting governor of the province of 'Tierra de)
Fuego, which stood to gain 150 jobs during
logging operations. The project has
enjoyed the support of Chilean President
Eduardo Frei from the start.
But it was a setback for Chilean environmentalists, headed by "green" members of Chile's parliament, the Magellan
Development Foundation, the Network
of Defenders of the Chilean Forest and
the South Pacific branch of Greenpeace,
which had successfully challenged the
project in Chile's Supreme Court.
Opposition to the logging also is strong in
Argentina, where Trillium has proposed
the parallel Lenga Patagonia Project for
the portion of Tierra del Fuego that
belongs to Argentina. Last spring, activists
collected 35,000 signatures in Chile and
6,000 signatures in Argentina on petitions
to stop the logging.
Chilean activists had vowed to launch
an international campaign blocking the
environmental
certification
Trillium
required for future exports of woodchips
produced from lenga forests if the Rio
Condor project went ahead as planned. •
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Exce2t
by Name
Soda Mountain is a
rare land of contrasts
and changes
By Elizabeth Grossman

ia, as well as phlox, wild rose and balsamroot. Waterfalls rush down the
steep canyons to the creek bottoms. A
remarkable outcrop of volcanic basalt
forms the distinctive landmark of Pilot
Rock, likely used by natives co the
region for thousands of years.
For more than a dozen years, a
locaJ group, the Soda Mountain
Wilderness Council,has worked to protect this area, which forms a vital ecologicaJ link at the juncture of the
Cascade and Siskiyou forests, the
Rogue River Valley, the Oregon high
desert and the Mediterranean zone of
California's Shasta Valley. Slowly but

public ownership. Its long term goal is
co position Soda Mountain well for permanent protection as congressionally
designated wilderness.
This effort has involved what Dave
Willis, the council's conservation coordinator, calls "an absurd amount of citizen effort." Letters have been written,
meetings and hearings attended. The
council has hosted trips through the
area for the public, federal and state
agency employees and other officials.
Wendell Wood, botanist and Klamath
Basin protection advocate for the
Oregon Natural Resources Council,
credits the council's success, in part, to

n the soft air of the last hour of daylight we walk out co a rocky ledge
overlooking a stretch of private timberland. The canyon wall is steep, the
trees sparse. As my guide, Dave Willis,
explains, much of Soda Mountain is too
steep and rocky for logging, but there
have been timber cuts in the area, and
the private in holdings are not
off limits to future logging.
Over the next two days, I
will begin to get a feel for this
country with its great contrasts
in elevation and changes in
terrain, but even on first sight,
it is clear to me that Soda
Mountain is unlike anywhere
I've been.
Here,
southeast
of
Ashland, Ore., on the OregonCalifornia border, where the
Cascade and Siskiyou mountains and the Rogue and
Klamath valleys converge, is
the 38,000-acre
roadless
region
known as' Soda
Mountain. This remarkable
overlap of ecosystem, sustains
montane wildflowers, ponderosa pine, Douglas- fir, sugar pine, mountain mahogany,
incense cedar, juniper and a
significant tract of old-growth
oak-both Oregon white and
California black oak.
In early summer, from
the grassy shoulders of the Pilot Rock. above. dominates the landscape in the Soda Mountain region. Guide Dave Willis. above. takes
area's highest points, one can
the
Soda
Mountain its willingness to work with administrasee the snow-covered peaks of Mount steadily,
Wilderness
Council
is
working,
with tive agencies. Wood describes the
Shasta, the Marble Mountains, the
council as "a group that has kept hope
broad-based
public
support,
alongside
High Siskiyous and Mount Ashland.
There are sage and lupine, paintbrush various agencies and landowners to get alive and worked in every way they can
and penstemon, larkspur and the wild significant portions of the area covered in the absence of any congressional legblue onion known as ookow, all flowers by protective administrative designa- islation."
Other veteran activists concur. The
which begin to bloom as. early as tions. The Soda Mountain council is
March. There are rare lilies, among working to "keep the trees up," to council's systematic efforts to address
them
Green's
Mariposa
Lily, close primitive roads and jeep trails, co all threats to Soda Mountain should
Calochortus greenet, which grows reduce and eliminate grazing impacts, serve as a model to other groups seeknowhere else, and several rare fritillar- and to transfer private in holdings co ing wilderness protect for their own

I

special areas, says Andy Kerr, longtime
environmental activist and former
director of ONRC. James Monteith,
president of Save the West describes
the Soda Mountain council's efforts as
"unprecedented" and says he's never
seen any ocher local organization reach
into such high echelons of power for
allies. Through hard work and perseverance, Monteith says, the council has
done a better job than any ocher areaspecific group he knows at creating and
taking advantage of
administrative opportunities to
protect the land in question, without
ever losing sight of the ultimate goal of
legislative
protection.
The group's work, he
says, is an example of
"how to do it right."

Remarkable
Turnaround
But it is in many ways
the area itself which has
earned Soda Mountain
such staunch advocates,
and proved so persuasive. Take, for example,
the remarkable turnaround of the federal
Bureau
of
Land
Management,
Despite overwhelming local public testirno8 ny in favor of protecting
3 Soda Mountain as
..: wilderness, the BLM
~ declined

three

times

~1;; between 1985 and 1991
o to recommend any of the
'"o
x
area for wilderness des- c,
ignation. The
Soda Oii
c,
in the view.
Mountain
Wilderness c:,
Council then took Oregon BLM ;::
Director Dean Bibles on a horseback
trip through the area. Bibles emerged i
Oii
saying, "If Soda Mountain's not wilder- ""
ness, noching's wilderness," and 0
reversed his district manager's noCT
wilderness decision.
.....
The BLM's 1991 Report, the
agency's belated response to the 1976
Federal Lands Policy and Management

--

c,

....

s
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People&lin--------------Act, recommended establishment of a 5,867-acrc wilderness study area at Soda
Mountain-a fraction of the
38,000 acres the council hopes
ultimately tO protect, but a
seep in the right direction nevertheless. Though the BLM is
not known for its superlatives,
the 1991 report describes Socia
Mountain as an area of "great
ecological diversity" that contains "one of the most unusual
mosaics of wildlife habitat
types found in southwestern
Oregon" and "outstanding
opportunities for solitude and
primitive recreation."
Willis says the acreage
BLM
recommended
for
wilderness falls far short of
what's needed to maintain
Soda Mountain's biological
diversity. The agency has
been notoriously reluctant to
Dave Willis and his dog Mojo find lots of open spaces on Soda Mountain.
recommend wilderness protection for its heavily timEcologist, about the challenges facing
bered Oregon lands; presently less than stands of oak with their distinctively
textured
bark
and
graceful,
stately
the Soda Mountain area, he immedi1 percent of all BLM lands in Western
branches.
The
Soda
Mountain
oaks
ately says, "population pressure." "
· Oregon are in designated wilderness.
remind me of the ancient ones I've When I think of the area, " he says, "I
seen on the grounds of medieval castles think of continued population pressure
in Britain.
which might not allow natural processAccording to Wendell Wood, this es to retain and maintain a natural,
In July, Dave Willis was generous rare oak woodland community of healthy, evolving system."
Atzet also worries that we will try
enough to give me a tour of Soda Oregon White and California Black is
Mountain. On the Friday afternoon I not represented elsewhere in the to protect an area such as Soda
arrived, we hiked the short stretch of state's wilderness system and is severe- Mountain "from itself." "Processes
the Pacific Crest Trail that skirts Pilot ly threatened. Deciduous old growth such as fire, " he says, "are part of the
Rock. Dave's puppy Mojo trotted stands like Soda Mountain's oaks are natural system." If we interfere, he
beside me as I walked the trail shaded one of the most endangered old-growth implies, the land-an ecosystem-will
by stout white fir and cedar and the forest systems. Yet according to Wood, not have the resilience it needs to deal
at one time the BLM had a "conifer with natural events. A healthy ecosysgreat volcanic plug of Pilot Rock.
We then drove out to the northeast conversion" management strategy in tem "needs a certain kind of stress for
corner of the proposed Soda Mountain the nearby Rogue and Umpqua valleys, evolution," he adds.
One of the great dilemmas of
Wilderness, an area bounded by Jenny in which great oaks were cut down to
wilderness protection is the problem of
Creek and the abandoned Box O plant small Douglas-fir seedlings.
There are sage and wild rose, ser- "loving it to death." But Soda
Ranch. Perched on the slope above the
meadow, we could see where the creek vice berry and Indian plum under the Mountain, with its steep slopes and
lack of trails, makes for challenging
drains in an oblong of green, bounded juniper trees - a plant community
hiking, and it may be relatively safe
by a fringe of fir, cottonwood and wil- Southern Oregon State University
low. Even though this land is part of a botanist Frank Lang describes as char- from such a fate.
proposed wilderness recovery area, the acteristic of the area's California chapYet there are many intrusions more
current BLM plan calls for grazing, irri- arral. Toward the end of an afternoon, destructive intrusions than hikers that
gation and the upgrading of old track we made our way across a high grassy threaten Soda Mountain. Off-road vehiroads for public access. Jenny Creek is bench, with a view of Mount Shasta cle groups want to use a route through
home co the threatened redband trout, and Mount Ashland. There was wind in the area as part of an interstate motorand the section that flows through the the tall grass. Beautiful as it is, and it is ized Pacific Crest Trail route for 4x4s.
Box O Ranch, is badly degraded. The exquisite, and while there are what ("Why not use the median strip of 1-5?"
Soda Mountain Council is now working Lang calls "some pretty good stands of defenders of Soda Mountain joke.)
with an attorney and a coalition of envi- native grasses" in the area, star thistle
Because of its location at an overronmental groups to reverse this man- is starting to creep in. Cows were not in lap of ecosystems, the area is important
agement plan, which appears to violate evidence as we rode through, but these deer and elk habitat and provides critical winter range. In Atzec's words,
both the Clean Water Act and the slopeshave been grazed.
"Nothing is safe these days and "The Soda Mountain area is more than
Northwest Forest Plan.
oo
The next morning we began our there's not much to be done in terms of just botanically interesting, it is an
:IE two days on horseback at Boccard turning things back to the way they important link for migration, disper.:: Point, the high promontory named for were," Lang told me, "but a wilderness sion, and the process of evolution in
c the late Bruce Boccard, founder of the study area is as safe as anyplace." As we the Northwest."
Recent
research
by
the
Soda Mountain Wilderness Council. ride and hike through the area, I know
Conservation Biology Institute in
~ High up, on shaded slopes lush with we are part of the problem-albeit
~
blue-violet larkspur, we made our way minor, compared to a century of live- Corvallis, Ore., confirms that Soda
co through incense cedar, Douglas-fir, stock overgrazing-as we transport Mountain sits at the center of a corridor
linking habitats of large carnivores from
~ juniper and mountain mahogany. We weed seeds on our socks co soil
the Cascades to the Klamath Basin and
'- passed ponderosa pine with trunks so churned up by the horses' hooves.
Siskiyous, a corridor that would link the
] wide I had to stop and stare. An owl
.§ flapped through the trees. We crossed
Marble Mountains in California with
O Camp Creek and Scotch Creek and
Crater Lake and the Kalmiopsis
rode over canyon shoulders covered When I ask Tom Atzet, the Forest Wilderness. "If you take the large landwith yellow grasses and impressive Service's Southwest Oregon Area scape view," says Kelpie Wilson, execu-

Badly Degraded

i

Loving it to Death

0

tive director of the Siskiyou
Project in Cave Junction, Ore.,
"you must make sure that
ecosystems are not islands. lf
we arc to restore extirpated
species, we'll need to maintain
corridors"
such as Soda
Mountain provides.

What's next?
Currently, Soda Mountain is
administered under an alphabet soup of designations:
research natural areas (HNAs),
managed by the BLM for
g research and monitoring; a
~ wilderness study area (WSA);
.: and areas of environmental
~ concern (ACEC) which are
~1;; larger and less restrictive in
o their protection than RNAs.
l0 ("What are ACECs?" I asked
Dave Willis. "Nobody knows,"
said Dave, "but they're everywhere"). Lastly, as a result of a
last-minute decision by the Clinton
administration, the Northwest Forest
Plan designates the area around Soda
Mountain as an ecological emphasis
area (EEA). Navigating these acronyms
has been one of the Soda Mountain
Wilderness Council's most challenging
tasks.
For now, the BLM pledges "no
timber harvest for ten years" within the
Cascade-Siskiyou Ecological Emphasis
Area in which Soda Mountain lies, but
that promise will expire in 2004. In the
meantime, current grazing plans must
be monitored ..
The council has been working on
land swaps- the imperfect process of
acquiring private land for wilderness in
exchange for public land elsewhereto prevent timber harvest in the Soda
Mountain area. That involves securing
non-government funding for purchase
of private in holdings, to be put in trust
pending wilderness designation for the
area. Under the proposed Pilot RockSoda Mountain and Jenny Creek land
exchanges, the BLM would acquire
land now owned by Boise Cascade,
U.S. Timberlands and Weyerhaeuser.
The land swap has the written endorsements of U.S. Sen. Ron Wyden and
U.S. Rep. Peter Defazio, both Oregon
Democrats.
The council has also commissioned
an independent hydrologist's assessment
of an old jeep trail that off- road vehicle
enthusiasts want to develop, a report
which the BLM is seriously considering.
The Soda Mountain wilderness sits
at the heart of the Klamath-SiskiyouCascade bioregion, home co the most
botanically diverse coniferous forest in
North America; It is, in Dave Willis's
words, "a Noah's Ark gene pool" of biodiversity. It's remote, rugged, charismatic country. The good news is chat
the Soda Mountain Wilderness Council
is actually succeeding at laying the
groundwork for permanent protection
of this unique and little-known gem. •
Elizabeth Grossman is a contributing editor/or Cascadia Times.

Cover Story
or the past five years, the Clinton
administration
has
been
embarked on a sweeping study of
the environment and public lands in
the interior Columbia River basin. This
study provides the first comprehensive
analysis of the ecological problems facing 144 million acres of public and private land in six states, and offers a
blueprint for long-term restoration.
Inland forests have been decimated
by a century's worth of logging, mining
and grazing. Scientists involved in the
study agree that these activities have
caused huge losses of fish and wildlife,
ruined forest health, and introduced
non-native species. Addressing those
problems is not just sensible, but it's the
law. As Federal Judge William Dwyer, a
key jurist in litigation involving federal
lands in the region, has said, "Given the
current condition of the forest, there is
no way the agencies could comply with
the environmental laws without planning on an ecosystem basis."
But what the courts and scientists
say doesn't matter much to the current
crop of congressional leaders - especially chose who hold sway over
policies affecting the open
spaces of the West. This
fall, House Republicans
George Nethercutt, Doc
Hastings and Helen
Chenoweth pushed a
legislative "rider" that
would have ended the
ecosystem
planning
eff orc. They had the
backing of leaders in
the Northwest's congressional
delegation, who like them
are far to the right
of most of the voters. There's little
doubt that a conservative Republican in
the White House
would have handed
them a victory.
These
leaders
tacked more than 40
such riders to critical
spending bills this fall.
A rider, as we've
seen, is a legislative maneuver to try
to pass a law that
could
not
be
passed on its own.
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REPUBLI
Visions of the Old West and
resource extraction still dominate
the region's political agenda
By Paul Koberstein

This ploy is not new. Perhaps the most
infamous rider, the "salvage logging
rider" of 1995, suspended environmental laws for 18 months so timber companies could extract old growth trees
from Northwest forests with impunity.
Similarly, the Interior Columbia
Basin rider would have undermined
environmental laws, including the
Endangered Species Act, by allowing
timber sales tO go forward even if their
cumulative effects would jeopardize a
listed species. It would have done so in
part by making sure chose impacts
would never be known. Of course,
Chenoweth, Nethercutt and Hastings
were not acting solely on their own
volition. Since t 995, the three have collected $73,000 from timber industry
sources, according to the Federal
Elections Commission.
Polls show that most voters hold far
more moderate views on these issues
than Republican members of the
Northwest delegation. Surveys by the
League of Conservation Voters in
Oregon and Washington show chat a
majority recognizes that the future is
tied not to extracting resources, but
to preserving them for the
economic value of not
extracting chem. In contrast, analysis by the
LCV show that in this
region,
every
Republican member of
Congress has a mediumto-strong anti-environment voting record, while
every Democrat has a
medium-to-strong proenvironment record.
The Republicans'
tendency to disregard voter passion
for the environment

What can the voter
do? One option would
be to vote for the Green
Party candidate, a vote
that involves the conious decision of not to
vote for the Democrat.
But the greens have yet to
CONTINUED

(An excerptfrom Politics Western

Style, copyright1998 SasquatchBooks.
Reprinted with permission.)
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he exodus of Northwest
political giants began in
1968, when a little-known
Oregon legislator named Bob
Packwood unseated Wayne
Morse. Mike Mansfield (the senator from Montana) retired in
1976 (only to serve effectively, far
into his eighties, as U.S. ambassador to Japan). Four years later,
Republican Steve Symms beat
Frank Church by an eyelash, and

GOP nominee Slade Gorton ended Warren Magnuson's thirty-sixyear Senate career. Henry
Jackson died in 1983. House
Speaker Tom Foley was beaten
in 1994, with huge spending
against him by such om-of-state
lobbies as the National Rifle
Association. He is now U.S.
ambassador to Japan. (Mark)
Hatfield retired in 1996.
It's a trend repeated around
the country. Consider the exodus
from the S~natc in the 1996 election. In addition to Hatfield; my
old Republican friend Al
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Simpson decided not to seek
reelection in Wyoming, and the
sensible, level-headed Nancy
Kassebaum retired in Kansas.
Democrats lost the likes of Sam
Nunn and Bill Bradley.
What is lost? I'd like to cite a
couple of comparisons of performance.
Wayne Morse was a cantankerous, sometimes difficult personality, but nobody doubted
that he called issues as he saw
'em and rarely calculated the
consequences. He left the
CONTINUED
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The rest of the country is starting to notice that politics here in the
Upper Left Coast of North America are, to say the least, a bit
unusual. Don Young, Helen Chenoweth and Slade Gorton get all the
laughs in the national press, but there are many other names in our
all-star lineup of political talent. What are their secrets for getting
elected? As far as we can tell, they include at least the following:
1. Pretend you are from the lower right coast of the U.S.

2. Go against the urban point of view along Interstate 5, where ~
75 percent of the population west of Missouri lives.
3. Go ahead and call for: clearcutting what's left of the forest,
bucking up the old dams, spiking scientific information that
might challenge you with some facts, and stepping on the
bureaucrats who are out there defending moss and salamanders.
4. Oh, and don't forget to stop by your friends in industry for some·.
scotch, and the check.
You can get the hang of this strategy by playing 20 Questions. Your
task: answer each question correctly. Of course, you still have to "play
the game," if you know what we mean. For example: Start in the frigid
Arctic, at Prudhoe Bay. Give a correct answer to the question, and
upwards of $600,000 in campaign conrributions will be yours. Don't
forget to vote for more Arctic petroleum production. Stop in Juneau,
skip over British Columbia - remember, no foreign contributions and slash your way through the backwoods ofWashingcon, Oregon,
Idaho and Montana. You end in Northern California, where vou can
cut some more forests and even get new dams built. Your re~ard: a
two-year job (or maybe six) plus a house in Washington, D.C.
Good luck!
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show how they can win more than a
marginal number of votes. When they
appear on the ballot, as third-party candidates, they take votes away from
Democrats and divide their core constituencies. Some environmentalists
say the "green" label really means
"getting Republicans elected every
November," while others argue they
must be willing to let Democrats lose
to remind them they must pay attention to environmental values. Until the
Green Party consolidates its base, it has
little chance of making an impact.
Similarly, Northwest Democrats
have not demonstrated that they have
the will or the clout to stop the
Republican juggernaut or move toward
a vision more in tune with the electorate in the region. By and large they
are 'restricted by the dynamics of the
U.S. Constitution and the rural preference for conservative candidates for a
raft of reasons that have nothing to do
with trees and fish. True, Democrats
hold a majority along Interstate 5 (75
percent of the population west of
Missouri lives within 50 miles of this
freeway). But the Constitution dictates
that the populous states should not
trample the sparsely populated states.
Alaska, Idaho and Montana each have
two senators, even though their combined population is less than Oregon.
Republicans in the House and Senate
rose to power on the wave of conservatism that swept the nation in 1994,
and if anything have strengthened
their positions.
Finding longterm solutions, however, may take more than electing
Democrats or fixing our scandalous
campaign finance system, which turns
politicians into puppets of industry.
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Republican Party by refusing to
endorse the popular Dwight
Eisenhower for president. While defying Johnson on Vietnam, Morse was
still called on by LBJ to occasionally
act as a labor mediator. It was work
that could engender hard feelings
from unions.
Packwood, on the other hand, was
a very different animal. In twenty-seven years as a senator - three times
more than Morse's tenure - he devoted
himself to two fundamental missions.
One was the relentless pursuit of campaign cash. The second was taking
whatever stands would help him
assemble 51 percent of the vote needed to win the next election.
He delivered performances worthy
of the movie Twister, hurtling across
the political landscape in search of
political contributions and votes. In
one election cycle, Packwood could
sound like John Muir. He celebrated
the pristine virtues of Hells Canyon,
and supported the strictest plan to
preserve the Columbia River Gorge.
On other occasions he was Paul
Bunyon. In 1992, Packwood donned a
plaid shirt and regaled loggers with
denunciations of his former environmentalist allies. He likened defenders

_
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of old growth to 1960s antiwar protesters, calling them destructive and
unpatriotic.
Direct mailings were the mother's
milk of Packwood's politics. Gloria
Steinem solicited donations in one
campaign by vouching for his credentials as a feminist supporter of abortion
rights and population control. The
senator seemed to imply, in mailings
supportive of Israel, that he was
Jewish.
Packwood came to a tawdry end,
dragged down by multiple allegations
of sexual harassment, but he seemed
to set ground rules for the modern
business of politics: Stand for only one
thing, reelection. Use your office to
collect cash.
Look at an Idaho map and it's not
hard to spot designations in which
Frank Church (together with yours
truly) played a decisive role. We were
of different personalities, but we
worked together to resolve disputes
and save places. It involved delicate
tradeoffs, as with creation of the
Gospel Hump Wilderness Area north
of the Salmon River. A scenic gem of
the Gem State was protected. Left
outside wilderness boundaries, however, were some forested areas coveted

Former Idaho governor Cecil Andrus
suggests in his recently published
memoir, Politics Western Style, that the
people of this region need to face up to
their failure to elect strong, courageous
leaders. The Northwest has a history of
electing respected leaders from both
parties - people like Tom McCall,
Frank Church, Henry Jackson and Dan
Evans. Even partisan strongholds like
Idaho have turned out leaders who
could bring people together. But no
more. Andrus says only Oregon Gov.
John Kitzhaber
comes from the
McCall-Church-Jackson-Evans mold.
"A nasty partisanship has taken
over, and deliberate polarizing seems
to have become a preferred tactic in
today's win-at-any-cost campaigning,"
Andrus writes.
Four powerful members of the
Northwest delegation who excel at the
craft of partisanship have acquired significant power, including three from
Alaska: Sen. Ted Stevens, chair of the
ultra-powerful
Appropriations
Committee, Sen. Frank Murkowski,
chair of the Energy and Natural
Resources Committee, and Rep. Don
Young, chai r of the House Resources
Committee.The fourth is Sen. Slade
Gorton, R-WA, who runs the Senate
Appropriations Subcommittee
on
Interior.
As the 1 OS th Congress neared its
end in mid-October, Alaska lands were
at risk from 18 riders sponsored by this
trio. Though none finally passed, the
Sierra
Club's
Alaska
chapter
said three would
have
produced
the most mischief:
They

by national forest
timber users.
We can do a
fast forward co
today's debate
over the future
of national
forests. Idaho
Senator Larry
Craig speaks for
the timber industry on Capitol
Hill. He has proposed new legislation that would
restrict appeals
of national forest
timber sales, and
under certain
conditions impose financial penalties
on the appellants.
Drafted by one side, the bill has
provoked a reaction from the other. A
recent hearing in Coeur d'Alene
turned into a shouting match. Craig
was demagoguing before the loggers.
A Spokane-based environmental
group, the Inland Empire Public
Lands Council, used Armageddonstyle warnings to mobilize a big
turnout of conservation activists.
The same sides, groups and per-

would have:
• Open Glacier Bay National Park
to commercial and subsistence fishing.
Pushed by Stevens and Murkowski,
the rider if passed would have blocked
the National Park Service's effort to
create the largest marine protected area
in the National Park System and the
Northern Hemisphere.
• Award new allotments to Alaska
Native veterans who served in armed
forces from 1968 to 1971. Some 138,000
acres in national parks, wildlife refuges
and along wild and scenic rivers were at
risk.
• Grant up
to
500,000
acres in public
lands co the
University of

sonalities
squared off at a
1995 Senate
hearing on
reform. of the
Endangered
Species Act.
No progress on
legislation
came out of
the Lewiston
hearing. And
Craig's onesided forest
management
bill is not likely to make it
through
Congress.
President Clinton would almost certainly veto it.
What we have, then, is poscuring
and noise-making when what is needed is an ability to work out society's
compromises. Campaigning has gone
negative. Sticking one's head out is
seen as a way to lose your head. Every
vote or action is calibrated co the question, "How will this be used against
me?" Fewer and fewer people go to
work to solve problems. Frank Church
was a solver. So was Henry Jackson.

Alaska. The university system, starved
for cash by the state despite its $24 billion Permanent Fund (built with royalties from oil), could have gotten land in
in the Tongass and Chugach national
forests, in the National Petroleum
Reserve-Alaska,
and on the Outer
Continental Shelf.
"Because of their power," says
Russell Sadler, a journalist and instructor at Southern Oregon University in
Ashland, members of the Alaska delegation "are fundamentally repealing environmental laws within their own state."
"These people aren't willing to listen," says Sadler. "They aren't in the
least inclined to let the facts influence
their legislation."
In his book, Andrus laments the
"exodus of Northwest political giants"
such as Henry Jackson and Frank
Church from the Senate in the 1970s
and 80s, followed by the arrival of shallow opportunism that began with Bob
Packwood in 1968 and continues today.
Andrus was a four-term governor in
Idaho, no simple feat for a Democrat in
a state where 85 percent of the people
vote Republican. As secretary of interior in the late 1970s, he helped win passage of the Alaska Lands Act, which
protected 103 million acres in that state.
But the former logger has also made
compromises
that led to degraded
ecosystems in the forests of his state,
and his state was not an aggressive
enforcer of clean air and water laws,
according to EPA audits released in
recent months (see page 5). He is exactly the sort of moderate Democrat that
many greens loathe, and yet he is an
advocate for their cause.
Consider his description of Don
Young when Republicans took corn-

Warren Magnuson's little amendments
led to giant achievements.
Nowadays, nobody seems able to
play honest broker anymore. And, in
an age of wedge issues and nasty TV
spots, people are less willing to be the
first out on the limb with a courageous
stand that serves as a catalyst for
rethinking an outdated policy. A nasty
partisanship has taken over, and deliberate polarizing seems to have become
a preferred tactic in today's win-atany-cost campaigning.
Back in the 1970s, the governors
of Washington, Oregon and Idaho jokingly referred to ourselves as the
Three Musketeers. Dan Evans (of
Washington) and Tom McCall (of
Oregon) were Republicans. I was a
Democrat. We made a point of thinking regionally, however, and cooperated on a raft of issues.
We also pledged to come to each
other's aid. Tom McCall campaigned
for my reelection in 1974, and Dan
Evans - by then a U.S. senator - made
an endorsement in my 1986 gubernatorial comeback. (The duties and
obligations of a musketeer had to first
be firmly explained co partisan young
aides on Dan's staff.)
I endorsed Evans when he was

Over two-thirds of adults believe
President Clinton should veto legislation
which includes riders which relax
environmental regulations and send it
back to Congress to be passed without
. . the rider (69 percent); while only 13
percent believe he should sign the
legislation into law.
Vno Leqislation lncludil'UJ

Anl:i•EnvironmentalRiders

Yes

Na

Hen
Women

mand of Congress in 1995: "He acted
like a unrepentant propeller-head, having the (House Resources Committee)
take up legislative proposals to expand
hunting in Alaska national parks and to
cut more trees around those places in
southeast Alaska that we managed to
preserve. He succeeded only in bringing down an avalanche of negative publicity on the Alaska congressional delegation. The forty-ninth state had, at
least, been discovered."
Or this, about "Idaho's intellectually challenged" Chenoweth, who in her
1994 campaign wondered why salmon
can be considered an endangered
species when you can buy a can of it at
Albertson's. "What obtuseness, what
stupidity," Andrus writes. This fall,

appointed in 1983 to take Henry
Jackson's seat in the Senate. He had
the only feet anywhere near the size
needed to fill Scoop's giant shoes.
Evans defeated Democratic
Representative Mike Lowry in a spe-

Chenoweth voted against fellow
Republican Bob Smith's (R-OR) forest rider - not because it was good for
the environment
(it wasn't) - but
because it didn't cut down enough
trees for the timber industry .
But, Andrus says, the most insidious character may be Gorton: "As
Republicans took control of Congress
in l 995, Senator Gorton began to talk
more boldly of capping the money
spent on salmon and allowing certain
runs to go extinct. He didn't say
where, but the finger of fate seemed
to be pointing at the Snake River."
This fall, Gorton pushed his own
set of riders. One would have made it
illegal for federal agencies to change
the operation of any federally
licensed dam in the Columbia Basin,
severely restricting efforts co restore
salmon. The rider would have negated the Endangered Species Act, if its
enforcement affected any existing
commercial use of the Columbia
basin, including hydropower, water
rights, irrigation, water storage or
flood control. Another rider would
have withdrawn funding for removing
two dams on the Elwha River in
Washington's Olympic National Park.
Gorton said he would have let the
Elwha dams fall if he had received
assurance that dams on the Snake
would stand. But others said his tactic
amounted to blackmail, a childish willingness to sacrifice salmon in both
rivers if he didn't get his way.
Like Young, Gorton has been an
embarrassment for the Northwest. As
the New York Times said in an editorial
in
July
("Mugging
the
Environment"), Gorton "always seems
to be in the vicinity of a bad idea."
"It's an attitude," Andrus says of

Washington State Democratic
Chairwoman Karen Marchioro. I was
formally invited to depart from the
Democratic Party because of my disloyalty in supporting Dan Evans.
Supposedly this showed that I was not

"Nowadays, nobody seems able to play honest brokeran1more. lnd, in an
age of wedge issues and nasty TV spots, people are less willing to be the
first out on the limb with a courageous stand that serves as a catalyst for
rethinking an outdated policJ. 1 nasij partisanshipbas taken over, and
deliberate polarizing seems to have become a preferredtactic in today's
win-at-an1-cost campaigning."
cial election. Lowry went on to serve a
term as Washington governor and never forgave me for being a part of
Democrats for Dan.
A few weeks after the 1983 Senate
election, a letter arrived from

true to the principles of my party. I
didn't know whether co laugh or cry,
so I got mad. What was their authority
to demand my departure? What command did they have on my loyalty?
Above all, what did they think politics

When asked if. they would he both.~r.ed.
to learn if Congress attaches riders which
relax environmental regulations to necessary legisl~tion, the intensity . of respondents' views across subgroups is very
strong, with women and ~oters' in the
~outh and West eipressing the strongest
disagreement with these riders.
Ar• you both•Nd by

the riders?

these Republicans, "that reminds me of
officials in the Middle Ages who tried to
prevent anyone from questioning the
accepted wisdom that the world was
flat."
What's to be done? How about a
return to old-style politics: aggressive
grassroots organizing, coalition building
and recruiting terrific candidates. It's
not just a prescription for improving our
congressional leadership. It might be
what's needed co save this corner of the
planet.
•

was all about?
During my political career, I won
elections with support from
Republicans and Democrats, liberals
and conservatives, plus lots of people
who may have thought I was a knucklehead on one issue or another but
looked at my overall record. It was, I
felt, a mandate to show some independence and knock heads together when
necessary.
We have nationalized our politics
of late, even to the point of faxed
"talking points" going out daily from
Washington, D.C., to officeholders and
talk show hosts. Single-issue groups
have effectively drawn a bead on such
tall targets as Tom Foley.
I hope, however, that we can
somehow restore that tradition of
Western independence, and that our
people on Capitol Hill will feel free to
look ahead without casting fearful
glances back over their shoulders. We
need more people deserving of a place
in Statuary Hall at the U.S. Capitol.
I'm hard put to think of any incumbent senator or congressman from the
Northwest who belongs there.
•
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Cecil Andrus was gouernor of Idahofrom
1971 to 1977 and 1987 to 1995. He
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've been asked to speak on
Washington's perspective, and more
specifically on the perspective of political Washington. If your view of
Washington is that Washingtonians don't
care and don't listen, let me assure you
that much of official Washington has the
same view of you. And that's where you
have a problem.
Many of you may not like Washington
very much, and most of you are probably
suspicious of Washington. And with good
reason. We are a suspicious lot. But you
need us. Congress makes the laws, and as
people in the Executive Branch like to
say, (thanks in part to Wayne Aspinall)
only Congress can designate a wilderness.
That isn't going to change. There's been
much talk of dreams this weekend, and
that's fine. But, co make those dreams into
reality, you need Congress, and like it or
not, Congress will continue to be important to you.
If you want co win, the question is
how you can make yourselves important to
Congress. The sad truth is that you do not
influence policy simply by thinking good
thoughts, or by being good people. But
contrary to popular opinion, it's also true
that you don't influence policy by being
sleazy and nasty. You influence policy by
making yourselves needed. There are
many ways of doing that, many ways of
increasing your effectiveness and your
influence. I plan co offer a few thoughts
and suggestions from someone on the
inside on what works and what doesn't.
But first I'd like co give you a sense of
what Congress thinks of environmental
issues and wilderness issues - what insiders say after you've visited or called their
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office to plead your case, or after you've
had your meeting with the Congressman.
If you've done any lobbying, and most of
you have, you've probably met people in
Congressional offices who smiled pleasantly and nodded at the appropriate time
when you made your points. We know
how to smile and nod and be polite, and
most Congressional staff truly like wilderness advocates. They're a little different
from most of our visitors, a little easier co
deal with. And most people in Congress
and on the Hill like to think of themselves
as environmentalists, and like co be friendly with environmentalists.
But that doesn't mean they'll do what
you want. Jim Hansen and Orrin Hatch
have both said in my presence that they
love wilderness. Don Young admits that
he hates wilderness, but calls himself a
"true environmentalist."
Clearly, not everyone who loves the
environment loves it quite the way you
do. Many people like clean water or clean
air well enough, everyone wants safe
drinking water for their children - especially if these things don't cost too much,
or if the pollution is upwind of their country club. Everyone likes Yosemite. And as
Helen Chenoweth once said co us, "We
all want healthy forests, don't we?"
So some of those polite offices aren't
really very friendly co our cause, and some
of those "environmentalists" like Don
Young are major obstacles to us. But
there's a second kind of problem lurking
in polite Congressional offices, a big one,
even in the offices that are genuinely
friendly, even with the members with
decent LCV ratings. It's a matter of priorities. Those of you who have lobbied may

View from ,arelJOft'
. A survey by the Oregon league of
Conservation Voters Education Fund,
conducted by Tim Hibbitts of Davis
and H.ibbitts, contacted 706 regi_stered
voters in five urban counties:
Washington, Clackamas, Marion,
Deschutes and lane between June 10
and 14, 1998. The survey had a margin of error of -l7 percent
• Oregonians believe that more jobs
are created by Oregon's environmental
laws than are lost by 56 to JS percent.
• 50 percent believe that Oregon's
environmental laws are about right,
2 9 percent think they should be
strengthened and 20 percent say they
should be w~akened.
• 64 percent would support requiring farmers to leave more water in
streams if there is not enough for
wild salmon, even if this reduces the
amount of water for irrigation.
• 65 percent would prohibit logging
and timber har,vesting lll areas near
salmon streams.
• 59 percent said we should
increase all kinds of public trans- .
portation and alternatives to automobile traffic as the solu6on to Oregon's
transportation problems.
CantinuN ,w,ct boK ~

have noticed that the environmental or
public lands assistant is often the most
junior person on the entire staff - and
that's no accident .
The truth is that very few people in
Congress - perhaps 20 or 30 - would list
the environment as one of their top five
legislative priorities. Even fewer - no
more than 10 - would put public lands
and wilderness questions that high on
their list. That is, no more than 10 who are
on our side of the issue. The number on
the other side would probably be a little
higher than that.
·
Why aren't they more interested?
After all, everyone here has been saying
how wonderful the wilderness is. Why
don't these people in Washington know
that? The reason is simple. They care
most about what people in their home districts care about - and it isn't wilderness.
It's the economy. Or education. Or health
care. Or taxes. It's what affects their families every day, day in and day out. And
almost by definition, wilderness isn't on
that list. The number of people who do
care intensely about wilderness is not all
that high.
So if politicians aren't particularly
interested in public lands and wilderness
to begin with, how can you influence
them? If you want co influence politics,
you have to learn from politicians by listening to them.
Start with what they care about the
most. What they care about is votes. Some
people seem to think that shows how corrupt and cynical they are, but really, it's
quite the opposite. The job of a politician
is to represent the voting public and support the public good. And the public good

View fram
Washingtan
· Also in July, the league of
Conservation Voters Education fund in
Seattle released findings that show
that Washington residents see their
quality. of life tied· to issues like water
quali!f, traffic, .air quality and growth
and sprawl. People also said environ·
mental' stewaraship is a · primary consideration in making a voting decision.
• People were read tile following
statement: "Being cfose to nature and
recreational activities is an· impot1ant
part of wl,,y we Jive here. We must. do _
everything we can to maintain our
· quality of life."
81'/, said this is a: con¥incing reason
to get more involved in. protecting the .
environment (41% said thir was a ·
very convincing reason, '3Jld JW, said
it was . somewhat convincing.) ,
· • People were read this statement
"For' too long, powerful CO(ROrations.
have, beet). allowed to put profin
ahead of . pro~cting tilt env~r~nment
ariil our quality I of life. It is time to
restore · the balanct by holding them
accountable for their actions and mak-'
ing them pay to clean up the :pollution they create in our environment."
80'/o said this is a (onvincing reason
to get involved with protecting the
environment (48'/o taid · very convincing, 32% so!'lewhat convincing.)
~· Asked abo~t their opinion of the
strength of environmental laws: 39 percent of the voters felt the environmen- ·
tal laws are about right 2S percent
felt they were not _strict enough 20
percent felt ffi" were too s.trict.
LGD Insight Ltd. contacted 500 Washington
statewi~e voteB J1ay 8--,J 2, I 99S. There is ·
a 95% chance the. margin of error ranged
between plus or minus 4AYe.

in a democracy can be defined as what the
voters want.
Contrary to what many people suppose, very few politicians are motivated by
campaign cash, even though few can
afford to ignore it. The truth is that very
few large contributors give money in
hopes of influencing a candidate. They
give because they like what the member
has done, and they know what the member is likely to do in the future. Don
Young doesn't vote the way he does
because he gets money from the timber
industry. He votes that way because he
believes in what he's doing, and most of
all, because his voters believe in it.
If you wane corruption, look back to
glory days of the 1960's and 70's when we
were winning environmental victories, and
before. Corporations brought sacks of
money to Hill offices, and called it "campaign contributions." But members could
use it as they wished: nobody had to

account for it, and the public never heard
about it. Those days are gone: there is
accountability and public disclosure today.
I'm not saying I like the present system of
campaign finance - I hate it, and I can
tell you that most members don't like it,
and hate to spend their time begging for
campaign money. Ior am I saying there
are no opportunities for corruption today
- there are. But I am saying that money
doesn't influence most members very
much. Voters do influence them. The root
of democracy is people. A working democracy is a government that listens to people.
Like it or not, Congress truly is a representative body.
Over the years, I've seen many environmental groups who think they understand this, and who tell politicians that the
voters are on their side, that they will lose
votes if they don't support environmental
bills, etc. This is NOT a good idea. Many
of you here today know a great deal about
forest botany, for example; most politicians
know nothing about it. You care about forest botany: they care about votes. They
KNOW votes. They know about the intricacies of polling in ways you would not
dream of. They know their constituents at
least as well as you know your favorite forest glade. They know how to calculate
what they will gain and lose from any
position they take.
How then do you get to the point
where you can give them what they want
- votes? The basic answer is pretty simple, but getting there can be a challenge.
The basic answer is that each vote is a
person. You give them votes by getting
people on your side. Simple, right?
So what do politicians know about
what people think of the environment that
you don't know? First, they know that
while everyone likes fresh air and pretty
pictures of Yosemite, most people are pretty well satisfied with things as they are,
and don't consider the environment one of
their top priorities when voting. Second,
they know that an even smaller percentage of people consider public lands one of
their cop priorities. Third, they know who
they are likely to hear from in their district
about wilderness issues, how influential
they are with other people, and how likely
they are to either win or lose their votes
based on their wilderness record. For
example, if a moderate to conservative
Republican hears from 100 people on a
wilderness issue, (which is a fairly large
number of contacts on a single issue in a
Congressional office) his interest might be
piqued. If he knows they are all hard-core
Democrats, he won't care. If he was elected by a wide margin and has no opponent
on the horizon, he doesn't need to care.
How many members DO need to
care about wilderness supporters? Hardly
any. The handful of people in Congress
who really care about these issues care
because of personal interests, their personal and private love of the land - not
because of voters. I could not name a single person now in Congress who owes his
victory to a pro-wilderness position. I
could not think of more than a few races
in the past 20 years where that's been critical to victory. Environmental quality,
clean water, yes; wilderness, no.
How do you change that? (And if you
really want to win, you DO want to

change it) You change it by making more
people care about wilderness. And how do
you do that? First, you listen to THEM.
After all, that's what we do in Congress.
Find out what they care about. Find out
why they don't care as much about wilderness as you do.
Second, try to communicate with
chem. How? I've been on the Hill for 21
years, and we're in a different world now.
The people you need to reach often can't
be reached by grass roots organizing.
There's nothing wrong with grass roots
organizing - keep working on it, by all
means - but don't depend exclusively on
it. Tip O'Neill did indeed say that "All
politics is local." but Tip, bless his heart is
gone. He was washed away by the Reagan
tidal wave, because the Reagan people
understood that most people get their
ideas from the media these days, not from

tontrary to what many people
suppose, very few politicians are
motivate~ ~J campaign cash, even
though few can aITor~ to ignore it.
The truth is that very few large
contri~utors give moneJ in hopes
of influencing a can~i~ate.
their neighbors.
Use the media every way you can.
Much of the support for parks and wilderness that we do see in Congress - shallow though it may be - has its roots in
press coverage of environmental issues in
a member's district. If the press cares,
members of Congress will care. I guarantee it.
Third, you need to communicate
through other channels as well. Most
important, you need to broaden your base.
Start talking to people who own
Winnebagos and cat at Bennigans. When I
say, "start talking," I don't just mean on
the street or over the fence. Again, use
every means you can - use your computers, use glossy brochures, the Internet, any
tool you have. Start talking their language.
DON'T condescend to them.
Maurice Hinchey's message on
wilderness - he repeats it so often in
committee that if he misses a meeting,
Jim Hansen nicely mentions that it's what
Maurice would say if he were there - is
iliac all these lands belong to all the
American people, no matter what state
they live in. It's an important message Congress has been more and more willing
to accept the notion that the people who
live in a county or state should decide
what happens co federal lands there. In
most places, that doesn't help us - and
that's a reason why we need to go beyond
local and grass roots efforts.
But when we say all Americans have a

role in deciding what happens to public
lands, we don't just mean campers and
backpackers. We don't just mean Edward
Abbey and David Brower. We can't. We
mean people who live in Levittown and
vacation at the Jersey Shore. We mean
people whose favorite. park isn't Yosemite
- it's Six Flags. We mean people who
look like me - people who like nature
well enough, but who are never going to
get very far from a motorized vehicle for
the rest of our lives. We mean people in
inner cities and people in Southern suburbs and people in small towns in the
Rust Belt. They ALL own the land, and
we need as many of them as we can get on
our side.
A few of our speakers said that the
best support for wilderness comes from
people who have had a wilderness experience. Wrong! Our best, most solid political
support comes from urban Democrats,
mostly in the Northeast, most of whose
voters will never set foot in a wilderness
area. I could say quite a bit about why
that's the case, but I'll spare you that and
just say that it is. One of our strongest editorial supporters in the media prefers to
vacation at high-toned beach resorts, not
camping out in the back country. People
support wilderness if they believe in the
IDEA, for whatever reason. Don't ignore
people or pass them by because they do
not look or act like you.
Some of you will say, "But we do
have most of the people on our side! The
people are with us!" Well, not exactly. A
few years ago, one of the people at this
conference sat in my office urging us to
hold out for broader, stronger legislation
on a lands issue than the house seemed
likely to consider, "In a few years," this
person said, "the tide will have moved
much further in our direction. Don't settle
for anything less now." I admire the
enthusiasm, but not the forecasting ability.
Five years later we have Don Young and
Frank Murkowski running the public
lands committees.
That's Washington's perspective.
There's a small network of us on the Hill
and in the executive agencies - greatly
helped by the organizations here - who
work on these issues regularly, and try to
figure out ways to win as often as we can.
We talk to the other side. We go to receptions. We wear suits and ties. We read the
papers. We don't go out in the woods. We
cut deals. We do lunch. We sweet talk. We
scheme. We plot. We don't do all that
because we're sellouts. We do it because
we care.
You need to swallow hard and start
doing those things, doing the things you
don't like to do, and stop sounding like
the town scolds. You need to do those
same things because YOU care. We need
to reach a point in Congress where people
will be environmental heroes, environmental bulldogs NOT because they care,
NOT because they love the land, but
because the voters demand it of them.
They will do what you want them to do
because they need you, not because they
like you. That's where we were twenty
years ago. You can - you must - bring us
back to that point.
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doors. Land is finite but people and
their recreational devices and schemes
are not. So let our mission not he co dismiss fee-based recreation concepts, but
instead, let us devise a fair method of
fee allocation based on the environmenTo the editor:
tal impacts of one type of recreation verI enjoyed reading your feature entisus another. That fee should include not
tled "Land of the Fee" (CT, September
'98). Being an avid hiker and cross coun- only recreational impacts, but also other
users of public lands, such as grazing
try skier, and a strong supporter of
and mining interests. This would open
wilderness protection, I believe this is a
up a wonderful opportunity for environrare opportunity co put our money
mental
groups co band together and
where our mouth has been.
request
the construction of environmenI concur with Andy Stahl, director
tal
assessment
measures. Those meafor Forest Service Employees for
Environmental Ethics. We need to come . sures should be constructed to include
both beneficial and detrimental pracco the table with our money as other
tices, which then could become a gauge
recreational users have done. We may
for overall environmental improvements.
believe we tread lightly on the land
What about our taxes? Don't we pay
compared to those offending off-road gas
enough to state and federal agencies to
powered recreational users, but let us
maintain and secure recreational facilinot delude ourselves. Hikers, backpackties
and wilderness areas for the public?
ers, and other two-footed homo sapiens
Could
this not be considered double
wandering aimlessly through our nationtaxation
to also pay a user's fee?
al wilderness and park areas still leave
Unfortunately, general taxes are just
their impact on the land. Often, enough
that. General. Our taxes go into a big
to alter the delicate balance of a specific
pot that is divided up according to the
ecosystem.
whims
of our legislative majorities. With
Perhaps as true naturalists we
user fees, we might develop long range ·
believe we do not need more of those
funding, and reduce the impacts of a
modern tourist trappings, such as public
cut-and-scrap
Congress.
bathrooms, visitors centers, etc. Bur our
In
the
past
we staked our claims
sheer presence demands trail restorathrough
wars
and
broken treaties. Today
tion, camp site and parking lot maintethe power is in the purse. As unfortunance, road access, and general cleanup.
nate and unfair as it may seem, wc
As Congress has cut budgets for forest
should
not waste time in bickering
service and other public recreation, so
whether
to pay or not co pay, hue rather
staffing has been cut. Volunteers now
spend more time in developing an equiare being recruited to perform many of
table system of fee allocation based on
the simpler maintenance and adminisenvironmental impact. Those unable to
trative tasks once performed by park
pay should always be accommodated by
rangers and other public employees.
a system that takes into account lower
Even volunteers require support serincome groups.
vices that cost money.
As population grows, so does our
Evelyn Sauarin
interest in getting away from crowded
Portland
urban areas and accessing the great out-
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Still Searchingfor the New West
By Elizobet!t Gross111011

T

wo journalists, one a third generation Westerner who reports for
The New York Times from his
native Northwest, the ocher an
Easterner - and contributing editor to
The Atlantic Monthly - who has spent
his career reporting on the turmoil of
the Balkans and Central Europe, the
Middle Ease, and Afghanistan, sec out
on similar journeys, with similar quests:
co explore the current state of the
American West, and how its future may
evolve. Despite the apparent similarities
of their itineraries, each began with very
different assumptions, so made very differenc choices in what they saw, and
who they met. The resulting books,
Tim Egan's lasso the \Vind and Robert
Kaplan's An Empire Wilrlerness, represent
views of an American West in transition
so different, as to seem emblematic of
the very problems these writers sec out
co describe.
Egan, the native Westerner, went to
see if he could illustrate how the Old
West was becoming the New, and if he
could shed some light on how changes
in this region, which has formed so
much of what we've come to think of as
the American character, will emerge in
the nation's next century. He wanted, as
he says in his introduction, "to find a
true West at the start of the next hundred years, leaving the boundaries of
the old metaphors in search of something closer co the way we live ... This
West is still one of the wildest places on
the planet. It is the home to buried cultures as intriguing as che imagined Wesc
of pulp fiction. It is che foundation of
societies sprouting overnight
in settings where it was said people
could never live, and cities making disastrous
errors
because
they are
misreading
the land."
Kaplan frames his journey by stating chat "The world in the foreseeable
future will depend more on the preferences of Americans than on any ocher
single factor...Thus it is of utmost
importance to understand the direction
American society is going in." In his
introduction he tells us chat his "travels
were confined for the most part to the
West, where it seems to me that
America's transformation is most transparent. Nine of the ten states whose
populations are growing fastest are in
the West. le is in the West, particularly
west of the Missouri, where the myth of
American individualism - of pioneers
taming a virgin continent- has been
most clearly stated." In a latter day sore
of Oregon trail, Kaplan's visited Fort
Leavenworth, Sc. Louis and Omaha;
1exico City, Nogales, Tuscon, Phoenix

and the Four Corners; San Diego, Los
Angeles, Santa Fe, Albuquerque,
Amarillo and the Oklahoma Panhandle.
From Lincoln, Nebraska he traveled
northwest co Bozeman, Missoula,
Yellowstone, Spokane, and on co
Vancouver and Victoria, B.C., and
Portland. His endeavor was to see firsthand, the changing populations in what
is now the most urbanized portion of
the country, the West, and to see if he
could glean - on the basis of what he
found - what America's future might
portend. "The West," writes Kaplan,
"despite its mythic grandeur, is actually
the most crowded, urbanized pare of the
United States."
Egan's itinerary, like his examination of the region, focused on locations
more determined by geography than
population base: Jackson Hole; Acoma,
New Mexico; Lake Havasu City,
Arizona; Escalante, Utah; Las Vegas,
evada; Butte, 1ontana; the Bitterroot
Mountains and Paradise Valley; Joseph,
Oregon and the American River in
California. He visited communities
struggling with the transition from a natural resource based economy to one chat
has really yet co be fully determined.
The West knows that the era of big timber, big dams, big mines and ranching is
on the wane. How to preserve the val-

ucs of independence, connection co the
land - however fraught - and the
sense of space and opportunity that
come with living in the American West,
as the economy shifts, is the question
we have yet to answer. At, Egan said
when he read from the book at Powell's
in Portland, "We have erased a lot of the
original West. We removed the native
people, dammed virtually all the free
flowing rivers, erased the appropriate
portable protein source [the bison] and
wiped our the salmon runs." Bue he sees
things starting to change as we engage
in what he called an "epic tight for
salmon," work t0 restore wolves and

bison, as Indian tribes begin co regain
some sovereignty, and we cry "to find
the places where we made mistakes."
"The story of America usually starts
in the East," Egan writes, "with
Pilgrims in .ew England and tobacco
farmers in Virginia, finally making its
way toward the sunset for barely a generation's worth of gunfighting and golddigging, using a clock's tick of history,
roughly 1849 co 1890, to define the
West. The well-worn narrative, not
unlike many modern Western politicians, is heavily influenced by the
movement and slaughter of domestic
cattle and grub-staking for off-colored
rocks - a pitiful excuse for a history.
The Spanish drove a herd of cattle
across the
Rio Grande
350 years
Into America's Future by Robert D. Kaplan
before the
Random House $27.50 393 pages
up the New West,
streets of
"==.....
and
agreeing that to
Laredo were
subdue
"the
wild
is
the
one
sure way to
knee-deep in cow shit. But nobody
kill the West." Kaplan's findings are
comes West today in search of ancient
important and disturbing, but they seem
steak bones."
to Jack a real feeling for the texture of
Kaplan, whose interest is in the
the country through which he traveled.
changing face of urban America, and the
And he never really tackles the terribly
evolving demographics of America's
knotty problem of how we're going co
West, honed in on the West of strip
make the transition from an economy
malls, hi-tech suburbs, immigrant combased on natural resource extraction.
munities, bus stations, trailer parks and
Similarly, comments about a lack of
inner city downtowns - the West the
landscaping around houses on
travel brochures and Outside magazines
Southwestern
Indian reservations, and
of this world would rather ignore. He
remarks
such
as
"The Willamette has
focuses on what he calls "pods," suburnot
changed,"
are
indicative of Kaplan's
ban communities that grow up around a
reliance on his premise and preconcepcorporate or industrial park, and sprout
tions.
malls and shopping centers - places
As a third generation New York
that might evoke the classic comment,
City
native, only recently transplanted
"there's no there, there." From this he
to the Northwest, I am cautious about
develops a theory of a new localism,
criticizing Kaplan's point of view. His
where these communities and their
perspective on America's next frontier
regional, anchoring cities wield political,
may be valuable precisely because it
social and economic power that may
comes
from an outsider. But it seems
grow in influence, and independence
vitally important that the East underfrom Washington, D.C. and traditional
stand how much the future of this coungovernment alignment. With An Empire
try depends on how we choose to live
Wildemess, Kaplan forces us to confront a
with the landscape and natural resources
pare of the \\'est many would like to shy
away from - the underpaid, underprivi- of the West. And no matter what our
backgrounds, or how each of us lives in
leged, often non-white population
the West, chat link co the landscape
which has settled in the urban West must be acknowledged. Both books are
if only because it is so difficult co deal
well worth reading for the discussion
with. Bue he does so with such a
they will provoke, but the Ease-West
reliance on his Eastern point of view,
and European references, that he begins divide along which they fall show that
we arc still a long way from resolving
co do his theory a disservice, by not
the question of the ew \\'est which
even mentioning the extensive thinking
each set out to explore.
that has gone on in the West in the past
decade about reconciling the old with
the new.
While Egan's book suffers from
Eliz.abet/, Grossman is a co11trib111ingeditor
some idiosyncratic omissions and occa/orCascadia Times.
sionally leaves one wishing for more
depth, his search for the answer co
"What is the New West?" in places rooted in the landscape will resonate with
Westerners. Egan concludes that the
answers will emerge from acknowledging the contradictory forces that make
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